One aspect of the dizzying (aesthetic, cultural, linguistic, visual, and post-modern) 1 'turns' Sport history has taken in recent times has been the revision/deconstruction of sporting heroes and demystification of historical narratives. This, in turn, has attended to larger historical concerns about the centrality of agents and agency in narrative making. 
and that ignored of others within sport history. The specific interest here is with John ('Jack') Edward Lovelock; an agent in the early history of New Zealand's Olympic Committee (NZOC).
Primary details of Lovelock's life have already been well documented. 9 To rehearse key contextual facts: Lovelock was born on January 5 th 1910 in Crushington (a minute mining town in a rural part of the South Island of New Zealand's West Coast). In 1924 his educational trajectory took him to Timaru Boy's High School where displayed not only academic aptitude, but also, superior athletic talent. Lovelock's scholarly prowess and sporting proficiency were further developed during his studies as a medical student at the University of Otago, Dunedin.
In 1931, Lovelock was awarded a Rhodes scholarship which he undertook at Exeter College, The paper begins with an examination of agents and agency in historical narratives. Within histories of sport organizations, such as NZOC, attention is often given to prominent administrators who can be identified as protagonists (or sometimes antagonists) from archival records. Their related agency, particularly in affecting stability or change, is also usually easier to discern than that of other, perhaps more peripheral, characters. Accordingly, this paper treats Lovelock as a somewhat obscure agent; never an official administrator, but, a proficient 1930s New Zealand track athlete and doctor. Of particular interest to the discussion on agency is the significant role Lovelock served as NZOC's informal, well respected, athletics advisor. I evaluate Lovelock to make a case for challenging the definitional scope of agents, and concomitantly, acknowledging possibilities for agency to be found among a wider array of characters and/or groups (rather than the usual administrators). Lovelock was well respected on account of his sporting prestige, and his status as one of the country's sport heroes, coupled with his scientific/scholarly expertise, meant that he was frequently listened to by the upper echelons of athletic administration. Lovelock's career as an athlete and medical professional, for instance, enabled him to contribute to NZOC's philosophies, policies, practices, and ethos and objectives during the interwar years. Drawing on his Northern hemisphere experiences,
Lovelock also forewarned NZOC of some of the possible challenges it was likely to face in the future (such as the need for more rigorous training regimes). While Lovelock has been revered for his track triumphs, his administrative agency has received little attention.
I contend here that the ability to rethink/remake Lovelock as a different sort of agent, and accepting his place within a broader understanding of agent, rests on first transcending the myopicism of the heroic Lovelock, and, allowing alternative renderings to come to the fore. I present an example of such an approach from outside the discipline toward the end of the paper, and also, refer to another creative historiographical approach within the discipline to further encourage scholars to think about agency more broadly and play with agents in new ways.
Considerations on the messiness of agents
Sport history is awash with all sorts of agents; from iconic characters ascribed central narrative roles and who affect substantial action and reactions in the primary plot, to more subsidiary and peripheral figures lurking in the shadows of the subplot and influencing the historical trajectory in less discernible ways. Jack Lovelock, for example, is one of the earliest eponyms of 15 This sort of agency has be extended by Gary Fine with his articulations of the 'reputational entrepreneur'; a specific form of political/politicized narrator who effectively have the means, motive and opportunity to affect directional shifts in a/the popular historical consensus. 16 Mindful of this, I acknowledge that those working with agents need to tread carefully. My purpose here is to demonstrate how more marginal characters might be considered agents, or, at least included in a broader categorization of who might be ascribed agency.
The attention given to Lovelock as an NZOC agent does not, of course, deny structural components. Indeed, I appreciate that both agents and structures matter. For, as Callinicos reminds us, 'social structures typically involve relationships among actors' (emphasis in the original). 17 The creation of NZOC, for instance, was not merely a by-product materializing out of the ether of the seemingly inevitable revolutions of the modern sport industry, but rather, was predicated on the interactions of specific individuals therein and their interfaces within, through, and across social processes. I am also cogniscent of Levine, Sober, and Wright's warnings about historical explanations that emphasize agency (or what Callinicos and others also refer to as methodological individualism). 18 Figuring agents out, they suggest, and affording them a central place in historical narratives, needs to be approached cautiously.
Agents, they remind us, matter in and of themselves, but not necessarily at the total exclusion of all other explanations.
Thus, agent focused histories need not be all about the individual(s). Indeed, the best agencyorientated narratives at the very least value, and attempt to explain, the idiosyncrasies of social structures and their influences on individuals' lives and experiences; the affects and effects of which are not always easy to discern. I recognize that agents motives, desires, intentions, actions and conflicts exist within, and are shaped by, structural conditions (that they contribute to creating); and, that these very conditions imbue agents with forms of power that allow them to react to those very processes. As Callinicos expresses, we need to reconceptualise historical agents; to take 'persons seriously as initiators of action -with the idea that social structures (for example, capitalist relations of production) have causal powers'. 19 The outcomes of which, and to evoke Carr, are to 'come up with a satisfying account of the actions, whether we call it explanation, understanding, or just description, which somehow tells us more than we knew before'. 20 If, as I encourage through this paper, we want make waves in how we deal with, and represent, sport agents in our works, then definitions of Carr's 'satisfying account', I argue, should better embrace -and still with a nod toward disciplinary rigor -liberal, creative, daring, imaginative, and evocative scholarly persuasions. I will return to these thoughts in the latter section of this paper. (who conceptualized sport as a way to restore the physical vitality of the upper classes). In sum,
Coubertin was not the autonomous individual agent responsible for the renovation of the Olympic Games. Rather, Coubertin was simply someone who knew how to assess the prevailing intellectual zeitgeist and manipulate it to suit his own political ends. 24 Clastres' examination reminds us that in the context of broader social and cultural forces historians need to take particular care before assigning agency to specific individuals. His thoughts about imperfect historical figures, including those afforded hero(ic) status, are useful as we proceed.
The agency of the sport hero
To better understand Lovelock's specific contributions as an agent, a detour to consider the notion of the sport hero as a particular form of agent here is helpful. Clastres' indictment of Coubertin, for instance, echoes the efforts of other scholars within the history and sociology of sport fields to continually rethink historical sporting figures. 25 Three who offer particularly relevant remarks, and urge us to more carefully critique the primacy afforded sport history's seminal agents, are John Bale, John Hughson, and Dan Nathan. 26 Bale, for example, critiques highly regarded British middle-distance runner, Roger Bannister, and the myth of the four minute mile (a feat he achieved on May 6 1954). Bale's work is useful in that it signaled a need to think, write and conceive of history in new and innovative ways. For Bale the issue of agency is central to how historians revise popular (and oft misguided) assumptions about nations' sporting pasts (in this case, the arbitrary construction of the four-minute barrier, and, the associated prestige afforded Bannister for his subsequent achievements). 27 Bannister was, Bale contends, 'not the much loved hero that some suggest'. 28 Critiquing a much loved popular figure will, Bale acknowledges, provoke some scholars to label his history as revisionist. To recall Carr's earlier sentiments, revisionist history is not synonymous with poor history. For
Bale, revisionist history is not about disputing 'facts', but providing explanations, and within these explanations, 'simply challenging accepted descriptions, causes, and consequences of historical representations'. 29 Bale, for example, sets out to destroy the notion that Bannister was an 'amateur gentleman'
and 'hero'. Bale sees these particular concepts as slippery, ambiguous, muddy, and fraught he terms, 'a brief counterfactual history'. 30 In doing so, he emphasises that the myth and memory of Bannister as a sport star is entirely fallible, and moreover, his agency in 'breaking' the ambiguous four-minute marker is not as phenomenal as might first be presumed. As such, it is difficult to 'read' Bannister as an exceptional sport hero as he 'was not all that different from other runners who preceded him, or from his contemporaries'. 31 Bale's intention is not to critique Bannister's athletic performance per se, rather to enable readers 'to think about a significant moment in Britain's sporting past and perhaps even re-evaluate it'. The desire to redress ways historians make and remake sporting figures, and acknowledge (or deny) the concomitant broader socio-political concerns, has also been taken up by Nathan in his work on the infamous Black Sox baseball scandal which involved the indictment of several baseball players who were found guilty of match fixing during the 1919 World Series. 36 The scandal spurred public disgust toward professional baseball players and eventually forced structural changes on the sport. At the time, Nathan recalls, the sport possessed some exceptional stars such as Eddie Cicotte, Arnold Gandil, Joe Jackson and others. However, their heroics on the field, and the ways in which they were popularized by the public, did not absolve them of their part (central, peripheral, ambivalent or otherwise) in the scandal. Nathan's concern with the Black Sox is not so much in the heroic or anti-heroic actions of players and administrative, or their lack or abundance of moral resolve, but rather on using the events of 1919 to stress the importance of carefully contextualized historical narratives. Such approaches would take into account the slipperiness of memory making, the unavoidable human foibles of historical agents, and, historian's particular subjectivities.
To summarize here, whether Bannister, Black Sox members, or other sporting icons, broadening the conceptualization of the sport hero affords opportunities to render, read, and recreate athletic agents anew. Such reconstructions, while still paying homage to physical prowess, more appropriately recognise the inherently complex (and often fraught) nature of athletes' human condition, and, the dialectical and dynamic relationship with the context(s) to which they were invariably a part. 'While heroic figures do not', to recall Hughson here, 'exist apart from the societies from which they receive adoration, the very notion of hero suggests leadership, innovation and superiority in a way that places the hero above the common person and his/her quotidian existence'. 37 The historian has a key role to play in this process. Via the historian's work, sport heroes are, I acknowledge, crafted as considerable agents in popular culture/cultural life (though usually with an emphasis on their prowess and popularity). A consequence of these sorts of narrative constructions may, at times inadvertently, be that athlete's roles in the specific development and machinations of their associated sport organization may be less pronounced. Sports heroes do, I respect, typically possess a form of agency in their ability to engender public affectation and media interest. Yet, in some cases, as with Lovelock, their 'hero' status -as I craft, for example, in my historical narrative here -also affords alternate forms of agency within the political structures of their sport.
Locating Lovelock
Analysing the socio-political complexities of sporting figures requires not only an intricate understanding of the individual(s) in question, but also, an ability to locate the subject within a broader national, trans-national, and international milieu. Thus, and to recall Hughson, the reading of Lovelock entertained hereon is predicated on first situating the athlete within the prevailing sporting zeitgeist and cultural context of the 1930s both in New Zealand and further abroad. 38 The era, as is well known, was contoured by the primary global economic and political forces; namely, The Great Depression, subsequent efforts by nations to restore their economic vitality, border conflicts and uncertainties, and, concomitant resurgences in overt nationalism and nation building. 39 An invariable component of this reinvigoration of global relationships was concerted investments into fostering fraternities in and through sport. As Keys argues, drawing on Anderson's earlier theorizing on nationalism, in the decades preceding World War
Two nations came to be defined as 'imagined communities'. 40 Within this imaginary sport became, Keys furthers, a transcendental space; a place where emotive passions and affective fervor coalesced relatively easily with nationalistic jingoism (and its counter point, xenophobic discourse). 41 With its centrality to the expression of national vitality and vigor, the world of international sport expanded rapidly. Mainstays such as the Olympics underwent economic and administrative transformation and newer events, such as the soccer world cup, piqued international curiosities. 42 Britain, and its companions and Dominions (e.g., New Zealand, Australia, Canada and South Africa) were, too, complicit in these practices. One particularly significant event in this regard was the establishment of the Empire Games. 43 During the politically anxious times of the 1930s the Empire Games became not only an alternate spectacle to the larger Olympic Games, but also, a key mechanism that helped reaffirm Britain's wider political might and imperial strength.
In New Zealand, the country's sporting administrators (certainly those in the Olympic The administrator' Lovelock), and create opportunities for alternative renderings to come to the fore (explored in 'The anti-' Lovelock').
'The professional' Lovelock
In the early 1930s, Jack Lovelock was already a sporting superstar and was arguably New Lovelock left New Zealand to take up a Rhodes scholarship in medicine at Oxford. In addition to excelling in his studies at Oxford, Lovelock maintained an extensive diary of national and international sporting engagements, eventually using his athletic success to gain entrance into and maintain affiliations with the 'upper-class Oxbridge sporting set'. 60 Lovelock had an 'intense preoccupation with his sport', 61 and by competing internationally, specifically at the 1932 and Beccali, Parvo Nurmi) had all, in their various ways, adopted attitudes, practices, behavior that more closely aligned with a professional ethos. 64 Thus, as Lovelock competes (and is read as) a 'professional', he does so not directly as an affront to the prevailing amateurism ethos, but rather, within a more amiable ideological context in which his actions, attitudes, and approach does not present an antagonist anathema to the sport (at least as far as some of his like-minded peers may be concerned).
As one commentator in New Zealand later remarked, 'Lovelock did more than win an Olympic title, he won the admiration of the sporting world for his attitude to sport'. 65 At the time, 
'The administrator' Lovelock
Although not an official NZOC member, Lovelock was also a useful quasi-administrator, or,
informal (yet informed) athletic director and liaison. 66 Living predominantly in England as a Rhodes Scholar, Lovelock had also used his athletic success to gain entrance into and maintain affiliations with the upper echelons of England and American sporting fraternity. 67 Lovelock will have something to impart of very great value, not merely in connection with track athletics but also in connection with physical education generally. 72 At a time when the country was still recovering from the effects of the Depression, Lovelock's New Zealand tour provided NZOC, and local politicians, with an excellent opportunity to bask in reflected glory. Referring to Lovelock's academic prowess, Joseph Heenan, an NZOC member and senior public servant who led the Department of Internal Affairs, proclaimed, This is a matter of policy. If it were simply a matter of giving a great athlete a free trip I would unhesitatingly recommend against it. But Lovelock is more than merely the greatest mile runner the world has yet produced. I feel sure he is of great physical and educational value, for Lovelock has made a really scientific study of sport. 73 Indeed, throughout the exhaustive tour Lovelock generously proffered his athletic and academic expertise to many members of the country's athletic, educational, and scientific communities. 74 As one commentator remarked, 'New Zealand's most famous track athlete aroused great enthusiasm, and wherever he appeared to give exhibition runs the attendance were excellent. Lovelock gave we New Zealanders much good advice'. 75 The attention he received, Woodfield recalls, was overwhelming, 'the public response was remarkable. Large, enthusiastic crowds welcomed him wherever he went'. 76 The fervor generated by Lovelock's trip is perhaps unsurprising. As Woodfield has commented, in an era of economic uncertainty, events such as the Lovelock tour afforded New Zealand citizens respite, relaxation, and camaraderie. The intense preoccupation with Lovelock during his visit, and the iconography of Lovelock as a 'national' figure, is interesting when we consider
Lovelock left New Zealand in 1931. He returned to New Zealand just once for this short tour, then, after he returned to England, moved to America, where he and his wife resided until his death. However trivial Lovelock's heroism may have seemed to some, his visit was indeed a matter of national significance. 77 Agents such as Lovelock cast a critical gaze over NZOC and its affairs. A consequence of which was that NZOC was able to instigate changes that brought continued success for the country at Olympic Games.
'The anti-'Lovelock
The discussion about Lovelock's agency could finish here, and, we might be content enough to understand that he was more than just a sporting hero. What questions might these reconfigurations raise about agency within historical narratives? In the remainder of the paper I briefly draw on work from outside the discipline; specifically the novelty of a contemporary playwright, Dean Parker, to help ponder these points further.
In 'The man that Lovelock couldn't beat', Parker offers up a fresh, and slightly less endearing, perspective of Jack. 78 Similar thoughts about the importance of biographical fiction to advancing histographical epistemes have also been offered by Ros Barber. 83 Recalling Curthoys and Docker's similar thoughts on narrative representation, 84 Barber confers that innovative approaches to agents in historical narratives, at times, necessitates creative fictions. In her work on reimagining historical literary figures, Barber writes:
The methods of creative fiction allow us to escape temporarily from our received histories and bring to light the assumptions that underpin their construction. Through fiction, we have license to construct alternative narratives, rethinking histories so widely assumed to be 'true' that they have not been properly examined in the light of contemporary scholarship. As though trapped in bubbles of earlier, empiricist air, many apparent historical 'facts turn out to be ungrounded assumptions. 85 Like with Parker, Bale, and Nathan's various efforts, McLachlan and Barber are not necessarily abandoning scholarly rigor, rather, their desire is for us to welcome and create narratives the attest to the multifarious subjectivities of athletes' lives and experiences, and not just those related to linear progressions toward success.
Conclusion
In keeping with disciplinary redirections, the intention of this paper has been to continue the efforts to critique historical agents and the purposes they serve in historical narratives, and, present possibilities to work in new ways. Agents can help historians explain social and cultural phenomenon and add useful historical voices to narratives that would otherwise remain lifeless. There are, as I demonstrated briefly with Lovelock, a range of agents (other than administrators) who affect change and continuity in the historical narrative. We can also broaden the scope of agency we might ascribe to particular individuals (in this case, moving beyond Lovelock as mere sport hero). I employed Parker's work to demonstrate how we might effectively twist the imaginary possibilities with contextualized historical memory.
As McLachlan encourages, we should try to engage creatively with the past. This is not to say that sport historians create new fictional characters (though such characters may already exist), but that they recognise the necessity of forgetting dominant narratives and popular agents in order to play in unchartered historical terrain. That is, historians need to remember anew.
However, remembering anew can only happen if historians abandon the very ideas, preconceptions, and assumptions that have been the very characteristics of the oldremembering. That is, ideas such as 'nation', 'sport heroes', shared identity, and tired narratives of triumph. 50 Ryan, 'Anthropological football'; To summarise, during the early 20 th century New Zealand sport teams had enjoyed health sporting relations with their colonial peers (namely, United Kingdom, Australia, but latterly also with South Africa). Given the implicit (though not yet officially formalised) racial policies and rhetoric that abounded in South Africa at the time, the associations with the country's sport teams however, had invariably been of most concern.
50 The South African team had visited New Zealand in 1921, and, the New Zealand All Blacks had visited for their first tour in 1928. Both occasions raised questions in New Zealand (and also abroad) about the country's continued association with South Africa, and by extension, it's racially prejudice regime. The 1928 tour, for instance, had led to the New Zealand Rugby Football Union (NZRFU) being heavily criticised for their decision to To note, South Africa eventually went on to hand New Zealand its first home series loss. The public profile and attention the debates received, also, provoked the NZRFU into seriously consider its own practices, the integral par M national game, and importantly, New Zealand's invariably more progressive attitudes toward racial politics (which could certainly not be separated from its sport)
